EXHIBIT B
NURSING STUDENT ADDENDUM

This Nursing Student Addendum supplements the Affiliation Agreement between XLHome and UMDNJ SCHOOL OF NURSING (the “Agreement”), and applies to the undersigned nursing student (“Nursing Student”) and Nursing Student’s participation in the Education Program described in the Agreement.

Pursuant to the Agreement between XLHome and UMDNJ SCHOOL OF NURSING, Nursing Student shall participate in a program whereby Nursing Student shall gain knowledge and experience relating to clinical practice in a Site setting, while meeting the educational objectives of Nursing Student and UMDNJ SCHOOL OF NURSING.

As a requirement of participating in any Education Program with XLHome, Nursing Student agrees that he or she will meet the requirements set forth below in Sections 1-5.

1. Education Program. Nursing student shall:
   a. Cooperate with XLHome in its efforts to define and meet the objectives of the Education Program, which shall be in accordance with XLHome’s business objectives, as well as the timeframe for completing projects for the Education Program.
   b. Apply existing knowledge and skills in meeting objectives and completing projects for the Education Program.
   c. Abide by the rules, regulations and policies of XLHome and applicable regulatory authorities.
   d. Be subject to the Agreement between XLHome and UMDNJ SCHOOL OF NURSING.
   e. Interact with XLHome and Site staff in an appropriate and professional manner.
   f. Schedule and complete the required number of hours for Nursing Student’s Education Program, and keep XLHome informed of hours.
   g. Arrange for XLHome to evaluate Nursing Student’s performance.
   h. Wear an identification badge that identifies Nursing Student’s affiliation with UMDNJ SCHOOL OF NURSING at all times Nursing Student is in a Site pursuant to an Education Program.

2. Confidentiality. During his or her participation in an Education Program, Nursing Student may come into possession of certain confidential or proprietary information regarding XLHome or enrollees of United. Nursing Student shall: (i) not disclose such information to any other person; (ii) not use it for any purposes other than participating in the internship with XLHome; and (iii) shall return all copies of any such information when all services to be performed under the agreement between XLHome and Institution have been performed. Any improper use or disclosure of patient-related information may subject Nursing Student to penalties under federal and state confidentiality laws.
3. **Ownership of Work Product.** Nursing Student acknowledges that work product of any type, including forms, records, assessment tools, research, and business plans generated by UMDNJ SCHOOL OF NURSING or its students or faculty in connection with the Agreement belong solely to XLHome, and Nursing Student hereby assigns and transfers to XLHome any and all rights which Nursing Student may have asserted to such work product, including any copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret or other intellectual property rights, to XLHome. Nursing Student will cooperate with XLHome and will execute any documentation required by XLHome to assert or protect its property rights in the work product.

Nursing Student shall not publish or distribute any research project or report related to the Education Program without first obtaining written consent from XLHome, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, provided that under no circumstances will Nursing Student publish or distribute any report containing any patient-identifying or confidential information.

This Section shall survive any termination of the Agreement and this Addendum.

4. **Employment.** Nursing Student is not considered an employee of XLHome or UMDNJ SCHOOL OF NURSING for any purpose whatsoever.

5. **Termination.** Nursing Student’s participation in the Education Program may be terminated by UMDNJ SCHOOL OF NURSING or XLHome due to Nursing Student’s failure to comply with the rules and policies of XLHome, Nursing Student’s failure to comply with all applicable terms of the Agreement or this Addendum, or for any other reason where XLHome or UMDNJ SCHOOL OF NURSING believes it is not in the best interest of the Education Program for Nursing Student to continue.

Nursing Student Signature: ____________________________________________

Printed Name: _______________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________________________________________